EXPLAINING CROSSOVER AND SUPERIORITY
AS LEFT-TO-RIGHT EVALUATION
CHUNG-CHIEH SHAN AND CHRIS BARKER
A. We present a general theory of scope and binding in which both crossover and
superiority violations are ruled out by one key assumption: that natural language expressions are normally evaluated (processed) from left to right. Our theory is an extension of
Shan’s (2002) account of multiple-wh questions, combining continuations (Barker 2002)
and dynamic type-shifting. Like other continuation-based analyses, but unlike most other
treatments of crossover or superiority, our analysis is directly compositional (in the sense
of, e.g., Jacobson 1999). In particular, it does not postulate a level of Logical Form or any
other representation distinct from surface syntax. One advantage of using continuations
is that they are the standard tool for modeling order-of-evaluation in programming languages. This provides us with a natural and independently-motivated characterization of
what it means to evaluate expressions from left to right. We give a combinatory categorial
grammar that models the syntax and the semantics of quantifier scope and wh-question formation. It allows quantificational binding but not crossover, in-situ wh but not superiority
violations. In addition, the analysis automatically accounts for a variety of sentence types
involving binding in the presence of pied piping, including reconstruction cases such as
Whose criticism of hisi mother did each personi resent?.

1. C    
Typically, a quantifier must precede a pronoun in order to bind it. Thus (1a) can mean
that each person loves their own mother, but (1b) cannot (easily) be interpreted to mean
that each person’s mother loves them.
(1)

a. Everyonei loves hisi mother.
b. *Hisi mother loves everyonei .

A processing explanation seems promising: if humans process sentences from left to right,
and if a quantifier must be processed before any pronoun it binds, then arriving at the ungrammatical crossover interpretation in (1b) would require postponing the interpretation
of the pronoun until encountering the quantifier that binds it. In general, allowing for such
crossover interpretations would require the processing mechanism to postpone interpretation of pronouns indefinitely just in case a quantifier occurs later. Since doing so would
place an extra load on memory, we expect the bound interpretation for (1b) to be at least
dispreferred.
One challenge for a processing approach is distinguishing quantificational binding from
quantifier scope. Sometimes quantifier scope also seems to show a left-to-right bias.
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a. A student called every professor.
b. Every professor called a student.

For instance, (2a) is more likely than (2b) to be interpreted to mean that the same student
spoke with each professor. If quantifiers that are processed earlier take wider scope, then
this preference is again expected.
If quantifier scope preferences and crossover arise from the same mechanism, we would
expect them to behave similarly. But the left-to-right pattern is at best a preference for
quantifier scope, while it is usually a requirement for quantificational binding. In fact, a
quantifier can take scope over a pronoun that it cannot bind.
(3)

*A student of hisi called every professori .

In (3), the quantificational NP every professor can take scope over the subject, as long as
the pronoun is taken to refer to some deictic individual (say, the Dean). So right-to-left
scope, though awkward, is at least possible. But it is (almost) impossible to interpret the
pronoun as bound by the quantifier, even when the quantifier takes scope over it. 1
The puzzle for a processing story is that there is no obvious difference between quantificational binding and scope from a processing point of view: it seems as if any story that
rules out inverse binding would rule out inverse scope too. Two obvious questions, then,
are: if linear scope and the crossover constraint are both due to processing biases, why is
the crossover constraint so much stronger? And: when a quantifier does take scope over a
pronoun, what prevents the quantifier from binding the pronoun?
The traditional way out of this dilemma is to propose multiple stages for the derivation
of a sentence, with binding and scoping taking place at different stages. Indeed, the very
name “crossover” comes from Postal’s (1971; p. 62) proposal for a general constraint on
movement, roughly: an NP may not move across a coindexed pronoun. Reinhart’s (1983)
approach is an influential example, and Büring (2001, 2004) provides a recent analysis
that uses the same basic strategy. The idea is to postulate two distinct levels of representation: first a level of surface structure at which binding is established by some syntactic
relationship based on c-command, then a level of Logical Form at which quantifiers take
their semantic scope. This way, even though a quantifier may raise at LF to take scope
over a pronoun, it can still only bind the pronoun if it c-commands the pronoun from its
surface position. The claim is that crossover is syntactic: quantificational binding depends
on syntactic relations at the surface. In contrast, quantifier scope depends on relations at
the level of Logical Form.
1.1. A new solution based on continuations. In contrast to QR-based accounts, we present
in this paper a new account of quantifier scope and quantificational binding that does not
postulate multiple stages of derivation or multiple levels of representation, and in fact does
not even mention c-command. On our account, crossover is a consequence of the following
processing default.
(4)

Evaluate expressions from left to right.

1Postal (1993) (see also the discussion in Potts 2001) points out that crossover interpretations sometimes become better if own or only is added: ?A student of hisi own advisor contacted every professori . This amelioration
effect is poorly understood, and we will not discuss it further here.
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We formally characterize what it means to evaluate expressions from left to right using
, a concept developed independently for describing the evaluation order of
expressions in programming language semantics (see Section 7.1).2
The processing default (4) naturally follows from the commonplace assumption that
people process (evaluate) expressions that they hear first before those they hear later. There
is abundant evidence (e.g., Tanenhaus et al. 1990 and references there) that people begin to
process language immediately, i.e., as soon as they hear the beginning of an utterance, and
incrementally, building partial interpretations without waiting for the remainder of the utterance. Furthermore, incremental processing seems to immediately integrate information
from all grammatical levels, including morphological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic.
Of course, there are many ways that a grammatical framework could be consistent with
incremental processing, but (4) embodies incrementalism in a natural and direct manner.
But if people process utterances from left to right, how could the quantifier in, say,
(2a) be evaluated last in the sentence yet take semantic scope over the subject? It seems
paradoxical, yet it is exactly how our system works.
1.2. Continuations. Since it is continuations that let us reason about order of evaluation,
we need to say what they are. In fact, one of the larger purposes of this paper is to support
the claim that continuations are a useful tool—perhaps an indispensable tool—for understanding natural language interpretation. We cannot possibly fit a complete discussion of
continuations into this paper; nevertheless, we will provide some introductory comments.
Continuations were first studied explicitly in theoretical computer science. For instance,
Plotkin (1975) uses continuations to characterize call-by-value versus call-by-name evaluation for the λ-calculus. More recently, in formal logic, Griffin (1990), Parigot (1992,
1993), and others use continuations to endow classical (as opposed to intuitionistic) proofs
with computational content.
Our system uses delimited (or composable) continuations (Felleisen 1987, 1988; Danvy
and Filinski 1989, 1992, 1990). Roughly, a delimited continuation is a prefix of the computational future of an expression, i.e., what is about to happen to it.
£
¤
[. . . A . . . ]B , for example: 2 + [3 × 4]A × 5 B
The continuation of a subexpression A embedded in a larger expression B is a function
from A’s type to B’s type. For linguistic intuition, consider the focus denotation of a
containing expression when a subexpression is placed in focus.
[[John saw [everyone]F ]]FOC = λx. saw x j
The focus value of the sentence John saw everyone when everyone is in focus is the property of being seen by John. This property is the continuation of the NP everyone with
respect to the sentence.
Continuations are immediately related to quantification: not coincidentally, the nuclear
scope of the generalized quantifier denoted by everyone is the same property λx. saw x j. In
general, the nuclear scope of a quantificational expression is always its continuation with
2

This default is similar to Phillips’s (2003) Incrementality Hypothesis, which says “Sentence structures are
built incrementally from left to right.” Our work was developed entirely independently of his. Phillips’s main
concern is explaining conflicting constituency tests. On his proposal, incremental structure-building allows constituency relationships to change as the sentence structure is incrementally built. In contrast, we assume that any
disambiguated sentence has exactly one constituent structure. For the most part Phillips discusses complementary
phenomena to those discussed here, and he argues explicitly that a combinatory categorial grammar like the one
we propose here is incompatible with his main hypothesis.
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respect to the expression over which it takes scope. Thus the problem of accounting for insitu quantification is equivalent to the problem of providing each expression with access to
its own continuation. This is why a system that explicitly recognizes and manipulates continuations is ideally suited to reasoning about scope taking. This connection is developed
by Barker (2002) and de Groote (2001).
Evaluation order enters the picture when more than one element manipulates continuations. In that case, the final result depends on which element’s computational future is
taken to include the others’ evaluation. This amounts to deciding which element gets evaluated first. For instance, as we shall see, when an expression contains two quantificational
noun phrases, order of evaluation corresponds to relative scope. More specifically, earlier
evaluation corresponds to wider scope.
In programming-language terminology, scope-taking is a   of evaluating a
quantificational NP.3 All expressions serve a main semantic role (say, as a functor or
an argument) and may also incur side effects. Other semantic phenomena besides scopetaking that we treat below as involving side effects include serving as a binder, being bound,
and asking a question. Continuations let us keep track of side effects explicitly alongside
the main computation.
1.3. C-command versus linear order. Besides doing without multiple levels of representation, there is a second respect in which our account differs significantly from the
standard approach: on the standard account, the relationship between a potential binder
and the element to be bound depends only on hierarchical notions based on c-command.
On our account, the relationship is procedural: the binder must be evaluated before the
bound element.
Purely hierarchical accounts of binding traditionally place themselves in opposition to
analyses that involve some combination of c-command and linear order. Indeed, command
relations were invented as part of Langacker’s (1969) ‘precede and command’ constraint
on pronominal anaphora. Since English syntax predominantly branches to the right, requiring that a binder c-command a bound pronoun coincides mostly with requiring that a
binder precede the pronoun. Yet sometimes c-command and leftness arguably diverge. For
instance, from examples such as Near himi , Dani saw a snake, Reinhart (1983) concludes
that c-command is the only relevant constraint on binding.4
But even if anaphora in general allows a pronoun to precede its binder, the binding constraints specifically involved in weak crossover violations may nevertheless have a linear
component. For instance, Higginbotham’s (1980) analysis of crossover relies on a reindexing rule that is sensitive to linear order. More recently, Bresnan (1994, 1998) argues
that there is crosslinguistic support for the importance of linear order in weak crossover
patterns, and she cites a number of studies that suggest that linear order may be operative
in English. Jäger (2001) also discusses this issue, and concludes that linear order is indeed
a constraint on binding in English. Consequently, he builds a leftness condition into the
3The terms “side effect” and “effect” are equivalent in programming-language terminology.

4Reinhart discusses two additional classes of examples in which the pronoun precedes a quantificational

binder but that space precludes us from discussing here. The first class involves apparently preposed phrases
of various types (Thinking about hisi problems, everyonei got depressed; cf. Higginbotham’s (1980) PRO-gate
examples such as Having to make hisi mother breakfast kept everyonei in the kitchen). Reinhart suggests such
examples may be due to “a later stylistic rule” that preposes after binding relation have been established. In our
terms, this would be a case of delayed evaluation similar to the reconstruction cases discussed in Section 1.4 and
Section 6.2. The second set of cases involves c-command from one argument of a verb into another (?You may
show hisi file to each patienti who wants to see them). Reinhart gives each example of this type one question
mark, and we are content for now to categorize them as crossover violations.
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binding rule in his account of binding and crossover. (We will discuss Jäger’s analysis in
more detail in Section 6.2.)
1.4. Linear order versus evaluation order. Yet, even restricting attention to quantificational binding, an unqualified leftness condition on quantificational binding is simply
wrong. Perhaps the most prominent cases in point involve so-called reconstruction.
(5)

Whose criticism of hisi mother does every Englishmani resent?

In order to understand how standard accounts explain how the pronoun his comes to precede its binder in (5), imagine that the wh-phrase whose criticism of his mother is syntactically lowered (‘reconstructed’) into its logical position as the direct object of resent before
binding takes place. After this reconstruction, the binder every Englishman c-commands
(and precedes) the pronoun. Thus the standard analysis involves reconstruction, binding,
QR, then interpretation.
Reconstruction examples such as (5) fall out automatically on our analysis. In this
case, the general mechanism that accounts for displaced wh-phrases allows the wh-trace
to, in effect, transmit binding power from the quantifier to the pronoun in the fronted whphrase. In processing terms, independently-motivated aspects of a construction may delay
the processing of elements involved, including binders and pronouns, so that some right-toleft binding is okay and some left-to-right binding is not. We discuss binding by wh-phrases
and reconstruction in more detail in Section 6.
1.5. Varieties of crossover: explaining why weak crossover is weak. The literature
cross-classifies crossover into four varieties according to whether the binder or the pronoun is or is not embedded within a containing NP.5 When the classification criterion
depends on whether the pronoun is embedded, the varieties are called ‘strong crossover’
and ‘weak crossover’.
(6)

a. *Hei likes every mani .
b. *Hisi mother likes every mani .

strong crossover
weak crossover

Examples like (6a), in which the pronoun is unembedded, are usually judged to be significantly worse than their embedded counterparts like (6b). Thus the crossover types are
called ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ respectively.
When it is the embedding status of the binder that is in question, the varieties are called
‘primary crossover’ and ‘secondary crossover’ (Postal 1993).
(7)

a. *Hei likes every mani .
b. *Hei likes every mani ’s mother.

primary crossover
secondary crossover

When the quantificational NP is unembedded, we have primary crossover, and when the
quantificational NP is embedded within a larger NP, we have secondary crossover. Some
theories of quantification have great difficulty allowing embedded quantifiers to bind pronouns they don’t c-command (see Heim and Kratzer 1998 (p. 234), Büring 2001, 2004,
and Barker to appear for discussion). In our theory of quantificational binding, secondary
binding (what Büring calls “binding out of DP”, e.g., Everyonei ’s mother loves himi or
Some person from every cityi loves iti ) falls out without special stipulation. Because our
binding mechanism works equally well when a binder c-commands a bound pronoun and
5One type of crossover that we will not discuss at all is what Lasnik and Stowell (1991) call ‘weakest
crossover’, which they argue involves binders that are not genuinely quantificational. In this paper, we will
consider only cases in which the potential binder is either a quantificational NP or a wh-phrase (see immediately
below), both of which qualify as genuinely quantificational in Lasnik and Stowell’s terms.
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when it merely take scope over a bound pronoun, we provide a unified account of primary
and secondary weak crossover.
Our analysis targets weak crossover. But since every instance of strong crossover also
qualifies (at least on our analysis) as weak crossover, we rule out strong and weak crossover
alike. Nevertheless, there does seem to be a genuine and significant difference between the
weak and strong varieties. Weak crossover examples are ‘not so bad’: they are easily
interpretable, and a number of situations can ameliorate their ungrammaticality. Strong
crossover examples, in contrast, are always completely ungrammatical.
Our analysis below suggests that there must be some factor involved in strong crossover
that is independent of our explanation for weak crossover. For instance, only in strong
crossover does the pronoun c-command its binder. Without speculating in detail why
strong crossover is strong, we will assume that strong crossover violates some independent binding constraint in addition to whatever rules out weak crossover.
We do explain, however, why weak crossover is weak. Since weak crossover arises
from a default preference for left-to-right processing, weak crossover examples should be
interpretable if language users are able to resort to right-to-left processing when the situation demands it. And since our analysis formally locates the order of evaluation in a
single rule (in fact, the rule governing scope-taking), it is easy to construct a variant rule
that characterizes right-to-left evaluation. We perform this experiment in Section 7. With
right-to-left evaluation, pronouns may precede their binders (and in-situ wh-phrases may
intervene between a wh-phrase and its trace). Thus we predict that the effort required to
interpret a weak crossover or superiority violation is exactly the effort required to exceptionally evaluate expressions from right to left.
2. S     
‘Superiority’ is the fact observed by Kuno and Robinson (1972; p. 474) that a wh-phrase
cannot move across an in-situ wh-phrase.
(8)

a. Who ate what?
b. *What did who eat

?

The term “superiority” comes from Chomsky’s (1973) proposal for a general constraint
that prohibits moving a phrase if a superior (roughly, a c-commanding) phrase could have
been moved instead. As a result, (8b) is ruled out because the wh-phrase in object position
moved when the superior wh-phrase in subject position could have moved instead.
Superiority bears an intriguing resemblance to crossover. Unlike crossover, however,
the scope-taking element is an overtly moved wh-phrase rather than a covertly moved quantifier, and the crossed element is an in-situ wh-phrase rather than a bound pronoun.
For many years the dominant explanation for superiority attempted to reduce superiority to the ECP, which is a constraint on legitimate LF representations. Unfortunately, as
Hornstein (1995; p. 124) and others point out, the ECP analysis of superiority has empirical shortcomings. Because the ECP distinguishes subjects from other argument positions,
it can account for the basic contrast in (8), but it fails when neither wh-phrase is a subject.
(9)

a. Who did Tom persuade
to buy what?
b. *What did Tom persuade who to buy ?

Some Minimalist accounts of superiority recast it as a combination of Greed, Procrastinate,
and Shortest Move, along with a transderivational constraint; others, as a combination of
Attract with the Minimal Link Condition; still others, as an Optimality Theoretic interaction among a constraint requiring that Spec of CP be filled by a wh-phrase, a constraint
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that wh-phrases raise for interpretation, and a general prohibition against movement. The
details of these accounts are fairly intricate (see Dayal 2003 for a survey), and we will
not discuss them further here, except to note that none of them connects superiority with
crossover, and none of them contemplates any non-hierarchical relationship involving linear (or any other type of) order.
In contrast to the ECP and Minimalist accounts, Hornstein (1995) and Dayal (1996)
(building on Chierchia’s (1991; 1993) analysis of pair-list readings) separately argue that
superiority reduces to weak crossover.
(10)

bought [proi what]?
Whoi
*Whati did [proi who] buy i ?

For instance, on Hornstein’s analysis, an in-situ wh-phrase denotes a function of type he, ei
whose argument corresponds to a silent pronoun (pro). If we stipulate that that pro inside
an in-situ wh-phrase must be bound by the fronted wh-phrase, then superiority violations
create a classic weak crossover configuration as shown in (10).
We propose not to reduce superiority to crossover (or vice versa). Rather, we will argue
that crossover and superiority arise through somewhat different binding mechanisms, both
of which are sensitive to order of evaluation, and it is this sensitivity that accounts for their
mutual resemblance.6 Unlike the ECP analysis, our account does not care whether the
elements involved are subjects, and naturally generalizes to configurations like (9). Unlike
Hornstein’s and similar analyses, our account does without covert syntax entirely: there
is no distinct level of LF, no covert pronominals, no syntactic indexing, and no difference
in meaning between a raised wh-phrase and an in-situ wh-phrase. In fact, there is no
stipulation at all beyond providing wh-phrases with a basic syntactic category and truth
conditions, since superiority falls out from the independently-motivated theory of scope
given in Section 3.
More specifically, just as crossover arises from the fact that binders must be evaluated
before the pronoun that they bind, superiority arises from the fact that a raised wh-word can
only bind its trace if the trace is evaluated before any in-situ wh-word. Given left-to-right
evaluation, this means the trace must precede any in-situ wh-phrases. In other words, given
left-to-right evaluation, an intervening in-situ wh-word fatally disrupts the binding relation
between a raised wh-word and its trace.
3. A    ,  ,  -
In this section we present a general system for describing quantifier scope, quantificational binding, and wh-question formation. We say that the system is ‘general’ not because
it is comprehensive, but because it contains no assumptions, mechanisms, or stipulations
specific to crossover or superiority. That is, everything in this section is motivated by the
simplest considerations of scope, binding, and wh-question formation. Nevertheless, we
shall see that the basic analysis automatically explains weak crossover and superiority.
We present below a fragment of English expressed in the form of a combinatory categorial grammar. Our analysis has close similarities to, as well as important differences from,
other combinatory categorial grammars (and systems equivalent to combinatory categorial
grammars), including analyses due to Hendriks (1993), Jacobson (1999), and Steedman
6O’Neil (1993) also proposes that crossover and superiority be analyzed as special cases of a more general
consideration, namely his Generalized Scope Marking Condition. However, his two special cases are individually
stipulated and lack independent motivation.
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(2000), as well as certain type-logical accounts discussed by Dowty (1991). Like Hendriks’s and Steedman’s, our system handles scope. Like Jacobson’s account and those
discussed by Dowty, it handles quantificational binding. In addition, it extends naturally
to handle single- and multiple-wh questions. We have also implemented the ideas in this
paper within a type-logical framework (Barker and Shan to appear).
Though we are indebted to the work just mentioned, the main ideas below are not developments or elaborations of those accounts. Rather, our approach is more directly related
to work in the computer science literature concerning type shifting (Hindley and Seldin
1986), continuations (Plotkin 1975; Meyer and Wand 1985; inter alia), and composable
control (Felleisen 1987, 1988; Danvy and Filinski 1989, 1992, 1990; inter alia) (‘control’
in the computer science sense of order-of-evaluation).
It is particularly intriguing to note the resemblance between our approach and Jacobson’s variable-free account of binding, as formulated in, e.g., Jacobson 1999. For example,
one crucial element of her account is that pronouns denote the identity function, and that
is true of our account as well. Unlike Jacobson, however, we did not start with a desire
to eliminate variables and then build a system that made that desire come true; rather,
our starting point was the idea of using continuations to describe scope, which required
figuring out how pronouns and binding could fit into a continuation-based interpretation
strategy. As we will see below, this naturally leads to a system in which pronouns denote
the identity function. Thus the fact that both Jacobson’s and our approaches arrive at the
same idea of pronouns as denoting the identity function is not a case of theoretical copying,
but an instance of homologous convergence.
3.1. Syntactic categories and semantic types. In the traditions of Montague grammar,
categorial grammar, and type-logical grammar, we keep the mapping between syntactic
category and semantic type as transparent and direct as possible. Therefore we have two
basic syntactic category labels, e and t, whose semantic types are individuals and truth
values. Complex syntactic categories have the form A\B, B/A, A)B, B( A, ABB, or A?B,
where A and B are again syntactic categories. In each case, the semantic type is hα, βi (the
class of functions from type α to type β), where α is the type of expressions in category A,
and β is the type of expressions in category B.
We will motivate and comment on each of the connectives separately in due course. For
now, / and \ describe basic function/argument structure;( and ) describe continuations;
B encodes binding; and ? builds categories for questions. Thus in addition to making syntactic distinctions, the various connectives also track conceptual differences, distinguishing
properties from continuations, questions, and so on.
The basic connectives / and \ govern syntactic combination in the usual way: 7
(11)

Syntax:
Semantics:

A
x

followed by

A\B yields
f

B
fx

Syntax:
Semantics:

B/A
f

followed by

A
x

B
fx

yields

Then if proper names such as John and Mary have category e, and transitive verbs have
category (e\t)/e, we have the following derivation.
7The first half of (11), for backward function application, is redundant (derivable, in fact) given the Lift rule
introduced shortly below, but we include it for clarity.
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t
e

e\t

Mary
(e\t)/e

e

saw
John
The semantic value is (saw j) m, which is (the extension of) the proposition that Mary saw
John.
3.2. Continuations and quantifier scope. Continuations have types of the form A)B.
Since by hypothesis quantificational expressions are functions on continuations, quantificational expressions have types of the form C( (A)B). This is interpreted as the type of
an expression that functions locally (i.e., syntactically) as if it had category A, but that
takes scope over an expression of type B to create an expression of type C. For instance,
everyone will have type t( (e)t): it functions locally as an NP but takes scope over a
clause to create a new clause. This category has the same semantic type (hhe, ti, ti) as an
(extensional) generalized quantifier. Indeed, Montague’s conception of NPs as denoting
generalized quantifiers is a special case of adding continuations uniformly throughout the
grammar (Barker 2002).
The following type-shifting rules allow continuations to combine with other expressions
and each other.
(12)

Lift
Up
Down
Scope

(B/(A\B)) /A
λx. λF. F x
¡
¢
B( (A)B) /A
λx. λF. F x
¢
¡
λF. F(λx. x)
A/ A( (t)t)
¡¡
¢ ¡
¢¢ ¡
¡
¢¢
E( (B)C) / D( (A)C) / E( (B/A))D
λL. λR. λκ. L(λl. R(λr. κ(lr)))

The crucial rule is the Scope rule.8 This rule combines two expressions with side effects.
E( (B)C)
E( ((B/A))D)

D( (A)C)

The underlined parts buried in these categories show normal categorial cancellation: B/A
followed by A yields B. Thus the underlined parts indicate the main computation, and the
additional decorations indicate side effects.
The curve connects side effects linked by the rule: it connects E on the mother category
with E on the left daughter, D with D, and C with C. The curve shows how the rule imposes
left-to-right evaluation: since the mother and the left daughter share the result type E, we
8Some notes to help make sense of the three simpler type-shifting rules.
Lift is the same rule given by Partee and Rooth (1983), as well as pretty much everyone who allows any
type-shifting, including Partee (1987), Moortgat (1997), Jacobson (1999), Steedman (2000), inter alia.
Up performs the corresponding lifting for continuations. In the computer science literature on monads (e.g.,
Wadler 1992), Up it is known as ‘unit’, so U can stand for either ‘Up’ or ‘Unit’. In Barker and Shan’s type-logical
implementation (to appear), / and \ as well as( and ) characterize two logical modes, related such that Lift and
Up are theorems.
What goes up must eventually come down, so Down complements Up. Down is analogous to Partee’s 
(1987) and Chierchia’s ↓ (1995; p. 86). The semantic values for each of these rules is simply the Curry-Howard
labeling of the appropriate derivation (Moortgat 1997; Barker 2004; Barker and Shan to appear).
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know the left daughter takes priority (i.e., scopes) over the right daughter. (In Section 7
below we show what Scope would look like if it imposed right-to-left evaluation order
instead.)
An example will show how a quantificational NP in direct object position takes semantic scope over an entire clause. First, we need lexical items that exploit the presence of
continuations.
(13)

t( (e)t) λκ. ∀x. κx
t( (e)t) λκ. ∃x. κx

everyone
someone

These lexical items give rise to the following derivation:
(14)

John saw everyone.
(D ((S (U (L john))) ((S (U saw)) everyone)))
= ∀x. (saw x) j

which justifies the following category judgments:
t
t( (t)t)
t( ((t/(e\t)))t)

t( ((e\t))t)

t/(e\t)
t( (((e\t)/e))t)

t( (e)t)

(e\t)/e

everyone

e
John
saw
Note that the quantificational expression everyone does not undergo movement. Furthermore, the verb phrase saw everyone is a constituent in the final derivation, just as in the
surface syntax. In general, this system strictly maintains direct compositionality: anything
that is a constituent in the syntax is a constituent in the semantics as well, and vice versa.
Many of the crossover examples below will contain possessive constructions. For simplicity, we will always use a relational head noun, which we assume denotes a function
from individuals to individuals, so we can treat the possessive clitic ’s as semantically null.
For instance, given that a relational noun such as mother has category e\e, we have:
(15)

John’s mother left.
(john mother) left
= left(mother j)

The grammar automatically handles quantificational NPs embedded arbitrarily deep within
a possessive phrase.
(16)

Everyone’s mother left.
(D ((S ((S (U L)) ((S ((S (U L)) everyone)) (U mother)))) (U left)))
= ∀x. left(mother x)

Example derivations in which the quantificational NP binds a pronoun without c-commanding it appear below.9
9The type-shifting rules here are chosen to be individually simple, but they give rise to somewhat complex
derivations. We provide online at semanticsarchive.net complete details for each of the derivations in this paper,
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3.3. Continuation levels and quantifier scope ambiguity. When a sentence contains
more than one quantificational NP, the simplest analysis delivers linear scope. In other
words, the system has a built-in left-to-right bias, which means that, all else being equal,
expressions on the left outscope expressions to their right.
(17)

Someone saw everyone.
(D ((S ((S (U L)) someone)) ((S (U saw)) everyone)))

= ∃y. ∀x. (saw x) y

To get inverse scope, it is necessary to lift everyone to operate at a higher 
.
We can informally define continuation levels as follows. Let a ‘pure’ expression be an
expression without side effects, that is, an expression whose category contains neither )
nor ( . Call this continuation level 0. Applying Up to a pure expression once produces
one ) and a matching occurrence of ( . Call this continuation level 1. In particular, a
name like John with category e is pure, so (Up John) has category t( (e)t), which is at
continuation level 1. In the derivation of John saw everyone in (14) above, Up must apply
to John before John can combine with the quantificational verb phrase. In general, there is
no way to combine two expressions that have different continuation levels.
Lifting an expression to a higher level can allow it to take wider scope, including scoping
over elements that precede it. Thus lifting to higher levels of continuations can overcome
the bias towards linear scope. But lifting with L alone is not sufficient.
(18)

a. U everyone
b. (S(U U)) everyone

(A( ((t( (e)t)))A)) λF. F(λκ. ∀x. κx)
(t( ((A( (e)A)))t)) λF. ∀x. F(λκ. κx)

Since the lexical category of everyone is at level one to begin with, these derived categories
are both at level two. Simply lifting everyone with U, as in (18a), turns a one-story house
into a two-story house in the obvious way: by adding a new story on top of the old one. In
contrast, lifting with the complex type-shifter (S(U U)), as in (18b), adds a second story in a
less obvious way: by jacking up the first story and placing a new level underneath. In each
case, the new level corresponds to the category variable A. The fact that the quantificational
element everyone takes wider scope in the second derivation is reflected in the syntactic
categories as well as the semantic denotations.
Both expressions in (18) are at continuation level two. Nevertheless, everyone performs
quantification at level one in the first derivation, but at level two in the second derivation.
It is the level at which a quantifier takes effect that determines its scope relative to other
elements in the expression. In general, quantifiers that take effect on the same level will
always take relative scope according to evaluation order, while quantifiers that take effect
at higher levels take wide scope over quantifiers at lower levels. In someone saw everyone,
if everyone takes effect at level two while someone takes effect at level one, inverse scope
results:
(19)

Someone saw everyone.
(D((S(U D))((S(U(S((S(U L)) someone))))((S(U U))((S(U saw)) everyone)))))
= ∀x. ∃y. saw y x

as well as a working parser in standard Scheme that the reader can use to try out different examples or even
different rules. The parser gives categories and denotations for all constituents, as well as multiple analyses for
examples that the fragment predicts are ambiguous. As far as we know, this is the first practical parser to treat
crossover and superiority.
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As expected from the discussion of (18) above, if the underlined (S (U U)) were replaced
with just U, the resulting derivation would once again produce a linear scope interpretation. The way to tell that this is a two-level derivation (without calculating categories) is
to observe that there are two occurrences of the Down operator near the left end of the
derivation. If two lowering operations are required to reach the ground level, the derivation
must have risen to level two.
Multiple continuation levels were first investigated in the context of programming languages by Sitaram and Felleisen (1990) and Danvy and Filinski (1990).
3.4. Pronouns and binding. The type-shifting operators introduced above constitute basic machinery in the grammar to handle side effects in general. The lexical entries for
everyone and someone in (13) incur the side effect of quantification. Building on this foundation, we can handle quantificational binding by adding a single general type-shifting
operator (for the side effect of binding), along with suitable lexical entries for pronouns
(for the side effect of being bound).
As in most variable-free analyses, the presence of bindable pronouns within a clause
affects its syntactic category and its semantic type.
(20)

a. John left.
b. He left.

t
eBt

The sentence John left has category t and denotes the closed proposition that John left.
The pronominal version, He left, is not closed: it depends for its value on the choice of
an individual for the referent of he. On the standard treatment, this dependence is handled
by relativizing the denotation of an expression to an assignment function that specifies
the values of pronouns. In Jacobson’s work and here, the open nature of the pronominal
sentence is encoded more directly, both in the category structure and in the denotation of
the expression itself: instead of denoting a proposition relative to an assignment, (20b)
denotes a function from individuals to propositions, with semantic type he, ti: the function
from possible choices for the value of he to the proposition that the chosen individual left.
In order for this approach to work, a pronoun must be capable of affecting the status of
a clause containing it. But another way of saying this is that the pronoun must take scope
over that constituent. In other words, the influence that a pronoun has on the category and
denotation of a clause containing it is a side-effect of evaluating the pronoun, and so we
can use the same mechanism that enables a quantifier to take scope.
Given this strategy, we can deduce the syntactic category of a pronoun as follows. Since
the pronoun has side effects, its category will involve continuations, and will have the
form C( (A)B). Clearly, pronouns function locally as noun phrases, so in our system,
A = e. And since pronouns can take scope over a clause, we can have B = t. When
a normal quantificational NP such as everyone takes scope over a clause of category t,
the result is the same category (C = t); but the result of embedding a pronoun within a
clause is not a proposition, but a function from individuals to propositions. We have seen
a variety of categories with the appropriate semantic type, including t/e, e\t, t( e, and
e)t. But since a clause containing a pronoun is not the same thing either syntactically or
conceptually as any of these other expression types, we need a new connective, B. This
yields (e B t)( (e)t) as the category of a pronoun embedded within a clause of category
t (this category will be slightly generalized below).
The denotation of the pronoun follows directly. The semantic type of the category
(e B t)( (e)t) is hhe, ti, he, tii: a function from sets of individuals to sets of individuals.
The semantic argument to the pronoun will be a function from individuals to truth values,
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with category e)t. This is the continuation of the pronoun with respect to the clause. For
example, in the sentence John saw him, the continuation of the pronoun him is λx. saw x j,
the property of being seen by John. But this is exactly the function from individuals to
truth values we would like to assign as the meaning of the pronoun-containing sentence as
a whole. Hence the denotation of the pronoun must be the identity function, λκ. κ.
Thus whether in subject or object position, whether embedded or not, pronouns reach
outwards to add a layer of functional dependence to the denotation of the larger clause.
(21)

a.
b.
c.
d.

eBt:
He left.
John saw him.
eBt:
Everyone saw him.
eBt:
John thought she left. e B t :

λx. left x
λx. saw x j
λx. ∀y. saw x y
λx. thought(left x) j

This ability of an embedded constituent to gain access to and control over material that
surrounds it is the hallmark of continuations.
We need to generalize the category of pronouns somewhat. So far, we have considered
only clauses that contain a single pronoun. But a sentence can contain several bindable
pronouns, each one of which adds a new layer of functional dependence. Thus a bindable
pronoun may need to take scope over a clause that already contains another bindable pronoun. The generalized category for a pronoun, then, is (e B A)( (e)A): the pronoun takes
any noun phrase continuation (category e)A) and turns it into a phrase whose denotation
depends on specifying an individual (category e B A). Put slightly differently, whatever
category the expression would have been, the result of inserting a pronoun will be to prefix
‘e B’ to the final syntactic category, and a layer of functional dependence to the denotation.
Another route to the same analysis is to think of a pronoun as a lifted proper name that
is missing one crucial piece of information, namely, the identity of the individual involved.
(22)

a. Proper name
b. Lifted proper name
c. Pronoun

john
U john
he

e
j
A( (e)A)
λκ. κj
(e B A)( (e)A) λκ. κ

The lifted proper name (22b) asks for its continuation (κ) and then feeds to it the individual
denoted by John (i.e., applies κ to j). The pronoun, also, asks for its continuation, but has
no individual to feed to it, and so simply gives back the unsatisfied continuation to whoever
might be prepared to supply it with a value.
Supplying such a value, of course, amounts to binding the pronoun. A binder reverses
the effect of a pronoun: instead of adding a layer of functional dependence, the binder
seeks an expression whose category already exhibits a layer of functional dependence (i.e.,
has form e B A) and resolves that dependence (resulting in A). Of course, a binder must
first have some kind of individual in view to serve as the binder; any expression of category
e will do.
(23)

Bind =

(B( (e)(e B A))) / (B( (e)A)) λX. λκ. X(λx. (κx)x)

This type-shifter targets a binder of category B( (e)A). For instance, a quantificational
NP such as everyone, with category t( (e)t), can be a binder. What Bind does is shift the
binder to category (B( (e)(e B A))): the same as before, except that the shifted category
now expects a bindable pronoun (‘e B’) in its scope. Once the semantics receives the
binder individual x, it makes a copy of x to give to the waiting pronoun, and delivers the
original to the binder’s continuation ((κ(xoriginal ))(xcopy )).
For example, we can use Bind to type-shift everyone into a quantificational NP that
simultaneously binds and quantifies.
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B everyone = t( (e)(e B t)) : λκ. ∀x. κxx

The normal everyone in (13) expects a continuation of type e)t and returns a truth value.
The binding version of everyone, computed in (24) as B everyone, also returns a truth
value, but expects a continuation that has been augmented (by some pronoun) with an
extra argument of type e.
Given thought of category (e\t)/t, we can now derive the following two examples: 10
(25)

(26)

Everyonei thought hei left
(D ((S ((S (U L)) (B everyone))) ((S (U thought)) ((S ((S (U L)) he)) (U left)))))
= ∀x. thought (left x) x
Everyonei ’s mother thought hei left
(D ((S ((S (U L)) ((S ((S (U L)) (B everyone))) (U mother)))) ((S (U thought)) ((S
((S (U L)) he)) (U left)))))
= ∀x. thought (left x) (mother x)

Just as in (16), the operators as given generalize to binding out of a possessive NP without
further stipulation. Note in (26) that everyone need not c-command the pronoun to bind it.
LF-based theories of binding typically need some principle which says in effect that if A
can bind B, and A contains C, and C can take scope over B, then C can bind B (e.g., Ruys
2000, p. 517). No such stipulation is required here.
A binder must take effect at the same continuation level as the pronoun in order for
binding to occur. This fact is crucial for our account of crossover in Section 4. In the
presence of a quantifier, a deictic interpretation for a subsequent pronoun requires at least
two continuation levels, one for the quantifier to take scope, and a separate higher level for
the pronoun to gain access to the sentence as a whole.
(27)

Everyonei thought he j left
(D ((S (U D)) ((S (U (S ((S (U L)) everyone)))) ((S (U (S (U thought)))) ((S (U
U)) ((S ((S (U L)) he)) (U left)))))))
= e B t : λy. ∀x. thought (left y) x

The presence of two applications of the Down operator shows that there are two continuation levels here. The final result is of category e B t, as expected of any sentence with a
single unbound pronoun.
When there is more than one pronoun (e.g., He saw her), the resulting denotation will
have two layers of functional dependence. In order for the two pronouns to keep out of
each other’s way, they may need to seek out different continuation levels at which to be
bound (e.g., Every womani thought every man j thought he j saw heri ). In effect, what
most binding theories encode using indices on pronouns corresponds to a continuation
level here. As a result, we do not need to assume that pronouns are lexically polysemous:
a single denotation will suffice, in combination with the independently needed categoryshifting rules for scope manipulation. Nor is it necessary to provide indices for binders; in
effect, each anaphoric dependency is indexed by the continuation level at which the binding
occurs. Put more simply, on this account, coindexation is a matter of relative scope.
3.5. Wh-phrases, in-situ and raised. An in-situ wh-phrase transforms the sentence in
which it is embedded into a question. More precisely, it functions locally as an NP, takes
10Here and throughout, subscripts in example sentences serve purely to indicate the intended interpretation,
and have no counterpart in the formal system.
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scope over a clause, and produces a result that is functionally dependent on an individualtype argument.
(28)

a. who (e ? A)( (e)A) who
b. what (e ? A)( (e)A) what

The syntactic category of who and what closely resembles that of he and she, with one
difference: the type of the final result returned is e?t rather than e B t. The type e?A is the
type of a question in which an NP has been questioned, i.e., that ‘asks for’ an individual. 11
For example, we can derive a simple wh-question, a multiple-wh question, and a question in which the wh-word is embedded within a possessive as follows.
(29)

Who left?
(D ((S ((S (U L)) who)) (U left)))
= e ? t : who(λx. left x)

(30)

Who bought what?
(D ((S ((S (U L)) who)) ((S (U bought)) what)))
= e ? (e ? t) : who(λx. what(λy. bought y x))

(31)

Whose mother left?
(D ((S ((S (U L)) ((S ((S (U L)) whose)) (U mother)))) (U left)))
= e ? t : who(λx. left(mother x))

Just as for pronouns, the generality of the lexical entry for the wh-pronoun allows it to
occur as the only wh-phrase in a sentence, transforming a proposition into a single-wh
question; or else in the presence of additional wh-words (here, transforming a single-wh
question into a multiple-wh question). And just as for quantificational possessors, the scoping mechanism allows wh-possessors embedded arbitrarily deeply (e.g., whose mother’s
friend’s dog, or whose mother in (31)) to take effect at the top level of the sentence without
special stipulation.
In order for a wh-phrase to occur in clause-initial position (which we will inaccurately
call “raised” or “fronted” in deference to universal usage), we now provide a pair of typeshifters Trace and Question:
(32)

a. Trace
b. Question

B( B
λκ. κ
((e ? A)/B)/((e ? A)( B) λX. X

In the examples in this section and the next two, we can choose B = (e)A), so that Trace is
instantiated as type (e)A)( (e)A). This instantiation is similar to the pronoun denotations
given above in that it records on the result type the fact that an individual-type argument
needs to be supplied before the proposition is complete. (The discussion of reconstruction
in Section 6.2 will consider a different instantiation of the general Trace shifter.)
The Question operator converts a wh-phrase into the kind of phrase that can bind a trace.
Because this operator is specific to wh-expressions, we call it Q, though in general, other
11On our analysis, multiple-wh questions have a different semantic type from single-wh questions. This
reflects the fact that an answer to a multiple-wh question can be of a different type from an answer to a singlewh question (for instance, a list of pairs of individuals rather than a list of individuals). On other analyses,
notably Karttunen’s, multiple-wh questions have the same semantic type as single-wh questions (namely, a set
of propositions). As a referee points out, Karttunen’s approach simplifies the analysis of predicates that embed
questions, since they never seem to distinguish between single- versus multiple-wh questions. It is perfectly
feasible to accommodate a Karttunen-style analysis if desired; however, we have chosen to emphasize the parallels
between wh-phrases and pronouns.
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types of expression can also front in English. In order to simulate auxiliary inversion, we
provide a lexical entry for did that has no syntactic or semantic effect.
(33)

did

t/t λp. p

This provides for matrix questions containing one raised wh-phrase along with any number
of in-situ wh-phrases:
(34)

(35)

(36)

Who
left?
((Q who) (D ((S ((S (U L)) T)) (U left))))
= e ? t : who(λx. left x)
What did Mary buy ?
((Q what) (D ((S (U did)) ((S (U (L mary))) ((S (U buy)) T)))))
= e ? t : what(λx. buy x m)
Who did Mary give
what?
((Q who) (D ((S (U did)) ((S (U (L mary))) ((S ((S (U give)) T)) what)))))
= e ? (e ? t) : who(λx. what(λy. give x y m))

In addition to the in-situ analysis of Who left? given above in (29), there is now an analysis
in which who has been string-vacuously displaced to the left, shown in (34). 12 This analysis
of English wh-phrases automatically rules out any sentence in which more than one whbought ?).
word has been fronted (e.g., *What who did Mary say
3.6. Assessment of the fragment. We have introduced a combinatory categorial grammar with seven type-shifting operators: Lift, Up, Down, Scope, Bind, Trace, and Question.
Given suitable lexical categories, this grammar is expressive enough to describe unbounded
quantifier scope displacement, quantifier scope ambiguity, quantificational binding, scoping and binding out of NP, and single- and multiple-wh question formation. In particular,
(26) shows how a quantifier can bind a pronoun without c-commanding it. Most other accounts require special stipulations concerning quantifier raising out of NP, such as May’s
Logical Form (1985), Ruys’s transitivity property (2000), or Büring’s functions on situations (2001, 2004). The fact that our system handles binding out of NP without any
stipulation enables us to give a unified account of primary and secondary crossover.
When assessing the complexity of this fragment, it is important to bear in mind what is
not present: there is no movement, no level of Logical Form, no variable assignment functions, and no constraints on category shifting. There is nothing in the fragment beyond the
bare minimum necessary to treat scope, binding, and question formation. Nevertheless, the
remaining sections will show that crossover and superiority fall out without any additional
stipulation.
4. E 
Now we are ready to show how the analysis just presented accounts for crossover. Let
us compare the following two examples:
(37)

a. Everyonei saw hisi mother.
b. *Hisi mother saw everyonei .

The grammatical example (37a) is perfectly straightforward to derive.
12Like the Bind operator, the Trace and Question operators are formally indistinguishable from any of the
other type-shifting operators such as Lift, Up, Down, and Scope, and like those operators, Trace and Question
apply freely without constraint. Purely as a visual aid, we have indicated in the example sentences the linear
position in which Trace has been applied in the corresponding derivation.
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Everyonei saw hisi mother.
(D ((S ((S (U L)) (B everyone))) ((S (U saw)) ((S ((S (U L)) his)) (U mother)))))
= ∀x. saw (mother x) x

The crossover violation in example (37b), however, has no analysis with the interpretation
shown. The reason is as follows. In this fragment, as in every semantically coherent
theory, a quantifier must take scope over a pronoun in order to bind it. Therefore, before a
quantifier can bind a preceding pronoun, it must lift to a higher continuation level, so as to
take scope over that pronoun. Following this strategy as in the inverse-scope example (19),
we can get as far as applying Down once to a two-level derivation in which everyone takes
inverse scope over his mother:
(39)

((S(U D))((S(U(S((S(U L))((S((S(U L))his))(U mother))))))((S(U U))((S(U saw))(B everyone)))))
= t( ((e B t))(e B t)) : λκ. ∀x. (κ(λy. (saw x)(mother y)))x

If we could feed the identity continuation to this denotation—in other words, if we could
apply Down to it once more—we would be able to derive the crossover-violating meaning
∀x. (saw x)(mother x). But Down only matches a category of the form A( (t)t). Since
(e B t))(e B t) does not unify with t)t, Down cannot apply, and the derivation fails.
To make more precise what it means for a derivation to fail, say that a derivation of a
sentence or a question is successful if the expression as a whole is at the zeroth continuation
level. For practical purposes, this means that the final category contains no occurrences of
the connective ‘)’. Thus the main successful categories provided by the grammar are t,
e B t, e ? t, e ? (e ? t), and so on. For instance, the grammar classifies the sentence Mary
left as belonging both to the category t and the category t( (t)t); but since t( (t)t) is
at the first continuation level (it contains a )), only the derivation that justifies inclusion in
the category t counts as successful.
In short, the category of Down forces any quantifier and any pronoun to take effect at
the same level if the former is to bind the latter. Because a quantifier cannot take effect
at both a higher level and the same level, the grammar fails to generate the interpretation
indicated in (37b), as desired.
Furthermore, because our account predicts that binding will be possible whenever a
quantifier takes scope over a subsequent pronoun (more precisely: a pronoun evaluated
later), we can generate examples in which the quantificational NP fails to c-command the
bound pronoun in surface structure. In addition to standard examples of binding out of NP
such as (26), our analysis generalizes to other configurations of the We will sell no wine
before its time type. To illustrate, we will consider a case of binding into an adjunct. All
we need is a basic lexical entry for adjunct-creating prepositions; here, we assume that on
is of category ((e\t)\(e\t))/e.
(40)

Mary phoned everyonei on hisi birthday.
(D ((S (U (L mary))) ((S ((S (U L)) ((S (U phoned)) (B everyone)))) ((S (U on))
((S ((S (U L)) his)) (U birthday))))))
= ∀x. on (birthday x) (phoned x) m

Because everyone is embedded within the modified VP phoned everyone, it does not ccommand the pronoun. This is problematic for LF-style theories on which binding depends on c-command at surface structure. Our theory not only generates these cases as
desired, but also correctly predicts that reversing the binder and pronoun positions results
in a crossover violation. For example, our theory correctly rules out *Mary phoned his i
mother on everyonei ’s birthday.
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5. E 
Just as for quantificational binding and crossover, the grammar needs no additional
stipulations in order to account for superiority contrasts. The explanation boils down to the
relative scope between a wh-trace and nearby wh-phrases: a fronted wh-phrase can only
bind its wh-trace if the wh-trace is evaluated before any in-situ wh-word taking scope at the
same clause.
Consider first a single-wh question such as
(41)

Whoi did Mary say

i

bought something?

In order for the raised wh-phrase to bind its trace, its complement must provide access
to the trace; in semantic terms, the complement must denote a function whose first arbought something might denote
gument corresponds to the trace. Thus Mary say
λt. say(∃y. buy y t) m, where λt abstracts over the argument position corresponding to the
trace. In scope terms, the trace must receive widest scope over the gapped clause.
In particular, if there is also an in-situ wh-phrase, the trace must outscope the in-situ
wh-phrase. Thus in the multiple-wh-phrase
(42)

Who did Mary say

bought what?

the constituent Mary say bought what must denote the function λt. what(λy. say(buyyt)m),
in which λt outscopes λy.
Now we are ready to examine a superiority-observing multiple-wh question in more
detail.
(36)

Who did Mary give
what?
((Q who) (D ((S (U did)) ((S (U (L mary))) ((S ((S (U give)) T)) what)))))
= e ? (e ? t) : who(λx. what(λy. ((give x) y) m))

In the derivation (36), the trace scopes over the in-situ wh-phrase what. This scope relationship is evident from the fact that the subexpression did Mary give
what has the
category e)(e ? t), in which the outer connective ) is contributed by the trace, and the inner connective ? is contributed by what. Accordingly, the denotation of that subexpression
is λt. what(λy. give t y m) rather than what(λy. λt. give t y m). Since the trace scopes over
the in-situ wh-phrase, the fronted wh-phrase is able to bind its trace, and the derivation
goes through.
Now consider the superiority-violating counterpart of (36).
(43)

*What did Mary give who

?

An in-situ wh-word (who) intervenes between the raised wh-word (what) and its trace.
By the reasoning just given, the trace must take scope over who. But as explained in
Section 3.3, the trace must take effect at a higher continuation level in order to take scope
over who to its left. Thus the gapped clause must be derived using two continuation levels,
and we must lower it twice before combining it with the raised wh-phrase what. The
normal way to lower the continuation level is to apply Down. We can apply Down once
here, resulting in
(44)

did Mary give who
((S (U D)) ((S (U (S (U did)))) ((S (U (S (U (L mary))))) ((S (U (S ((S (U give))
who)))) ((S (U U)) T)))))
= (e)A)( ((e ? t))A) : λκ. λx. κ(who(λy. ((give y) x) m))
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The category and the semantics above both show the trace scoping over the in-situ whphrase, as desired. But this category still contains one extra layer of continuations, which
prevents it from combining with the fronted what. If we could feed the identity continuation to this denotation—in other words, if we could apply Down to it once more—we
would be able to derive the superiority-violating meaning λx. who(λy. ((give y) x) m). But
Down only matches a category of the form A( (t)t). Since (e ? t))A does not unify with
t)t, Down cannot apply, and the derivation fails.
The upshot is that a wh-trace must be evaluated before any in-situ wh-phrase for the
same clause. Given left-to-right evaluation, this means the trace must precede any in-situ
wh-phrases. In other words, given left-to-right evaluation, an intervening in-situ wh-word
fatally disrupts the binding relation between a raised wh-word and its trace.
5.1. An empirical refinement: D-linked wh-phrases. Since Pesetsky’s (1987) work, it
is usually assumed that an in-situ wh-phrase no longer triggers superiority violations if is
somehow ‘linked to the discourse’ in some imprecise sense.
(45)

What did which students buy

?

The question (45) would ordinarily violate superiority, since what raises when the in-situ
wh-phrase which students could have. But wh-phrases headed by which are assumed to be
intrinsically linked to the discourse (D-linked) by virtue of some aspect of their meaning,
which is supposedly why sentences like (45) are grammatical.
So if we want to derive (45), we must make the in-situ wh-phrase let the trace take wide
scope. This can be done by making the which-phrase anticipate a subsequent trace.
(46)

which N

(e)(e ? A))( (e)(e)A)) λκ. λt. which(N)(λx. (κx)t)

The semantics simply gives the trace (λt) wide scope by fiat.
We can now derive (45).
(47)

What did which students buy ?
((Q what) (D ((S (U did)) ((S ((S (U L)) which-students)) ((S (U buy)) T)))))
= e ? (e ? t) : what(λy. which(students)(λx. buy y x))

Needless to say, there are additional complexities related to D-linking that we are not able
to address here.
6. W-, ,  :    
 
Like quantifiers, wh-phrases can bind pronouns, and when they do, they show crossover
effects—but with some twists that any adequate theory of wh-questions and binding must
address. One twist, which we call ‘pied binding’, is that binders that are pied-piped in a
raised wh-phrase interact with crossover. Another twist, standardly called ‘reconstruction’,
is that pronouns in a raised wh-phrase also interact with crossover. We first discuss basic
crossover facts in wh-questions, then address these twists in turn.
If evaluation order were always the same as linear order, (48) would pose a serious
challenge to our approach.
(48)

a. Whoi
saw hisi mother?
b. *Whoi did hisi mother see ?

This pattern seems mysterious at first glance, since in both sentences the raised wh-phrase
is to the left of the pronoun in question, c-commands it, and outscopes it, so both examples
ought to be equally grammatical.
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As a first approximation, Reinhart (1983; p. 114) and others have suggested that it is the
wh-trace that binds the pronoun, and not the raised wh-word directly. In our system, this
corresponds to applying Bind to the wh-trace:
(49)

B T = (e)A)( (e)(e B A)) : λκ. λx. (κx)x

This is sufficient to derive the grammatical example in (48a):
(50)

Who i saw hisi mother?
((Q who) (D ((S ((S (U L)) (B T))) ((S (U saw)) ((S ((S (U L)) his)) (U mother))))))
= e ? t : who(λx. saw(mother x) x)

In this derivation, the fact that Bind applies directly to Trace (‘B T’) shows that it is the
trace that is binding his.
The ungrammatical sentence in (48b) has no analogous derivation, or any derivation at
all. The reason is that, in order for the trace (or any other antecedent) to bind the pronoun,
it must be evaluated before the pronoun, which means in this case that it must precede the
pronoun.
6.1. Pied binding. However, merely allowing the trace to bind is not sufficient to generate
the full range of grammatical interpretations.
(51)

a. Whosei friend j ’s next-door neighbork did Mary think k saw hisi/ j/k mother?
b. Whosei friend j ’s next-door neighbork did Mary think his∗i/∗ j/∗k mother saw
k?

In (51a), the trace must corefer with the entire raised wh-phrase. In other words, it must be
a next-door neighbor who does the seeing, as our analysis guarantees. But as the subscripts
indicate, the pronoun his can be bound by not just whose friend’s next-door neighbor but
also whose friend or just whose. If the pronoun could only be bound by the trace, then
the pronoun would only be able to refer to the next-door neighbor. Apparently (contra
Reinhart’s suggestion), this pronoun can be bound directly by a wh-phrase. Nevertheless,
the trace still plays a critical role, as shown in (51b): if the trace fails to precede the
pronoun, none of these binding possibilities are possible.
We call the pattern in (51) ‘pied binding’. Remarkably, our system already predicts
this intricate pattern of facts, by allowing a wh-phrase to bind the pronoun directly. For
instance, to derive the sentence in (50), besides letting the trace bind the pronoun, we can
also let who bind the pronoun:
(52)

Whoi
saw hisi mother?
((Q (B who)) (D ((S ((S (U L)) T)) ((S (U saw)) ((S ((S (U L)) his)) (U mother))))))
= e ? t : who(λx. saw(mother x) x)

In contrast with the derivation in (50), here Bind applies directly to who, not to Trace.
The pied-binding possibilities in (51a) arise from the possibilities of applying the Bind
operator to either whose, whose friend, or whose friend’s next-door neighbor. We illustrate
this interaction of binding with pied-piping with the following simpler example.
(53)

Whosei friend
saw hisi mother?
((Q ((S ((S (U L)) (B whose))) (U friend))) (D ((S ((S (U L)) T)) ((S (U saw)) ((S
((S (U L)) his)) (U mother))))))
= e ? t : who(λx. saw(mother x) (friend x))

As desired, the trace refers to the friend, but the pronoun is bound by whose. (Note that
Bind applies here to whose.)
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Crucially, even considering the possibility that wh-phrases can bind pronouns directly,
the ungrammatical interpretations in (48b) and (51b) still have no derivation. The reason
is that (B who) in (48b) (likewise (B whose) in (51b)) has category (e ? A)( (e)(e B A)).
In this category, the e) for the trace is outside the e B for the pronoun, so the trace must
outscope the pronoun. Thus, just as in the explanations above for crossover and superiority,
the trace must precede the pronoun. In other words, the ability of a wh-phrase to bind its
trace is disrupted by an intervening pronoun that tries to be bound from within that whphrase, just as it is disrupted by an intervening in-situ wh-word.
A final point on wh-binding: as explained above in Section 4, a quantifier embedded in
a verb phrase can bind into an adjunct, and, as noted by Lasnik and Stowell (1991), so can
a wh-phrase whose trace is embedded in a verb phrase:
(54)

Which actressi did you [admit you had an affair with

i]

[after shei died]?

As the brackets above show, the adjunct containing the bound pronoun can modify the
entire complex verb phrase in which the wh-trace is embedded. After all, presumably it is
the admission and not the affair that takes place after the death (thanks to Daniel B üring
for this example). We derive a simpler example that makes the same point:
(55)

Whoi did Mary call i on hisi birthday?
((Q (B who)) (D ((S (U did)) ((S (U (L mary))) ((S ((S (U L)) ((S (U call)) T))) ((S
(U on)) ((S ((S (U L)) his)) (U birthday))))))))
= e ? t : who(λx. on(birthday x)(call x) m)

In the same way that a quantifier embedded in a verb phrase can take scope over and bind
a pronoun in a following adjunct, the trace can take scope over a pronoun to its right,
allowing that pronoun to be bound by the wh-phrase. Once again, examples like these are
problematic for theories that attempt to derive binding from surface c-command relations,
but fall out without stipulation here.
6.2. Reconstruction. ‘Reconstruction’ means that some phenomenon (in the present context, binding) appears to behave as if some fronted phrase were in the position of its trace.
Reconstruction can let a pronoun linearly precede a quantifier that binds it.
(56)

Whose criticism of hisi mother did everyonei resent ?
((Q ((S ((S (U S)) ((S (U U)) ((S (U L)) whose)))) ((S (U (S (U criticism-of)))) (U
((S ((S (U L)) his)) (U mother)))))) (D ((S (U did)) ((S (U D)) ((S (U (S ((S (U L))
(B everyone))))) ((S (U (S (U resent)))) T))))))
= λx. ∀y. (resent((criticism-of(mother y)) x)) y

The derivation above shows that our system already generates this example of cataphora.
The key is to instantiate the Trace type-shifter to raise not an individual but a lifted individual. Among the instantiations of the Trace type-shifter are the following:
(57)

a. Trace :
b. Typical trace :
c. Reconstruction trace :

B( B
(e)t)( (e)t)
(((e B t)( (e)t)))t)( (((e B t)( (e)t)))t)

The original, fully general Trace rule, repeated in (57a), is quite simple. Every example
in the preceding sections can be derived using the typical instantiation (57b), in which the
gap functions locally as category e. The instantiation (57c), required for reconstruction
examples like (56), looks complex, but it is just like (57b), except that e is replaced by
(e B t)( (e)t) (underlined above). But (e B t)( (e)t) is the category of a pronoun, so the
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reconstruction trace in effect hypothesizes a pronoun in the gap position. This hypothetical
pronoun, like a real pronoun, can seek out a binder.
Thus the reconstruction trace functions locally as a pronoun, takes scope over a clause,
and returns as result an expression of category ((e B t)( (e)t)))t. This is the category of
did everyone resent , a continuation that maps pronoun meanings into clause meanings.
The raised wh-phrase whose criticism of his mother can then turn this continuation into a
question.
In processing terms, this analysis models a processor that postpones evaluating the
raised wh-phrase, including the pied-piped pronoun, until the trace is reached. This postponement is built into the Question type-shifter, which is what combines the meaning of
the fronted wh-phrase with the meaning of a gapped clause. If the meaning of the fronted
wh-phrase is more complex (such as containing a bindable pronoun), then the category of
the trace must also be more complex. Regardless, the net result is that the entire fronted
wh-phrase is evaluated when the trace is.
Sternefeld (1997) also handles reconstruction using complex traces. His complex traces
are called ‘pseudo-variables’, and have the form λg. g(i). Two ways in which Sternefeld’s
approach differs significantly from ours are that he makes heavy use of assignment functions, and that he adds special semantic machinery in order to interpret pseudo-variables
differently from normal variables. Our system handles reconstruction with no special stipulation: the trace category that allows reconstruction is just one of many possible instantiations of the general Trace rule posited to handle basic wh-question formation.
Jäger’s account of binding (2001) requires that a binder linearly precede any pronoun
that it binds. As a result, all instances of right-to-left binding, including reconstruction, are
a challenge for his approach. Jäger handles reconstruction examples involving which, such
as which of hisi friends did each mani call, by providing a second lexical entry for which
that explicitly anticipates a pronoun in the fronted wh-phrase and transmits binding to that
pronoun from the gap. It is not clear how to extend his solution to examples like (56) above,
since whose arguably does not take the following nominal as an argument. Furthermore,
Jäger needs an infinite number of lexical entries for which, each anticipating a different
number of pronouns that need to be bound. In our system, reconstruction binding falls out
from the general treatment of wh-binding without additional stipulation, and in particular
without requiring lexical polysemy. Though we agree with Jäger that an adequate account
of weak crossover must recognize some kind of left-to-right order, the fact that our analysis automatically provides right-to-left binding in at least some reconstruction situations
supports our claim that it is not linear order that matters, but evaluation order.
The general prediction of our analysis is that whenever there is independent reason
to expect that evaluation can be delayed (as when establishing the semantic connection
between a fronted wh-phrase and its trace position), we can expect that right-to-left quantificational binding will be possible. In other words, this kind of reconstruction is a case of
delayed evaluation.
7. R  :      
We have claimed that our Scope rule is biased for left-to-right evaluation, but it may not
be obvious how the bias is built into the rule. Perhaps the best way to understand the role
of the Scope rule in determining order of evaluation is to consider the following alternative
version of the rule, which differs only in that it evaluates expressions from right to left
instead of from left to right. We call the alternative operator Z (the mirror image of an ‘S’,
with apologies to Pauline Jacobson).
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Left-to-right S: E( (B)C) / D( (A)C) / E( (B/A))D
Semantics: λL. λR. λκ. L(λl. R(λr. κ(lr)))
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Right-to-left Z: E( (B)C) / E( (A)D) / D( (B/A))C
Semantics: λL. λR. λκ. R(λr. L(λl. κ(lr)))

One place to see the change in evaluation direction is in the semantics: in the left-to-right
version, the first, leftmost argument L has in view all of the information contained in R. In
the right-to-left version, R has L in view, and the scope relations are reversed. 13
As with S, it is helpful to show Z in terms of the configurations of categories it licenses.
E( (B)C)
D( ((B/A))C)

E( (A)D)

The underlined parts show that the directionality of the main semantic combination remains
unchanged: B/A followed by A still produces B. However, the directionality of side effects
is flipped: it is now the rightmost daughter that determines E, the result type of the mother
category.14
If we replace S with Z in our grammar, the order of evaluation switches from left-to-right
to right-to-left. Consequently, we should expect a reversal in the behavior of phenomena
that are sensitive to order of evaluation. And this is in fact exactly what happens. We have
discussed three order-sensitive phenomena—quantifier scope, crossover, and superiority—
so let us consider each of these in turn.
First, as we saw in (17) (repeated here), S is biased in favor of linear scope in the following sense: on the simplest derivation, quantificational expressions on the left outscope
those to the right.
(17)

Someone saw everyone.
(D ((S ((S (U L)) someone)) ((S (U saw)) everyone))) = ∃y. ∀x. (saw x) y

(60)

Someone saw everyone.
(D ((Z ((Z (U L)) someone)) ((Z (U saw)) everyone))) = ∀x. ∃y. (saw x) y

In the first derivation (17), S is used, and the default scope is left-to-right. The second
derivation (60) is identical, except that Z is used instead of S, with the result that scope
relations are reversed. Thus Z induces a right-to-left bias in quantificational scoping.
Second, if we replace S with Z in our grammar, then the crossover-violation example (37b) becomes easy to derive.
(61)

*Hisi mother saw everyonei .
(D ((Z ((Z (U L)) ((Z ((Z (U L)) his)) (U mother)))) ((Z (U saw)) (B everyone))))
= ∀x. (saw x) (mother x)

13In each case, the semantic values are completely determined by the categories of the type-shifting rules via

the Curry-Howard isomorphism. See Barker (2004) for a derivation of the semantic value for the S rule.
14The fact that the curve crosses itself in this diagram is coincidental. If we had chosen the reverse slash
convention for( and ), then the curve would be uncrossed for Z and crossed for S instead. However, given any
slash convention, the curve will be crossed for either S or Z. Since we believe that S is the default, we prefer the
slash convention that leads to a crossed curve for the Z rule.
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As explained in Section 4, a quantifier must be evaluated before any pronoun it binds.
In (61), since the order of evaluation is reversed using Z, the quantifier does get evaluated
first, and the ungrammatical crossover violation is incorrectly generated. At the same time,
the grammatical sentence (37a) is no longer generated, for reasons exactly analogous to
the explanation in Section 4.
Finally, we can convince ourselves that evaluation order plays a crucial part in the explanation for superiority. With Z in play, superiority predictions are reversed: the normally
grammatical Who did Tom say bought what? fails to be generated, and superiority violations can be derived as follows.
(62)

*What did who buy ?
((Q what) (D ((Z (U did)) ((Z ((Z (U L)) who)) ((Z (U buy)) T)))))
= e ? (e ? t) : what(λy. who(λx. (buy y) x))

As explained in Section 5, a wh-trace must be evaluated before any in-situ wh-phrase for
the same clause. For left-to-right evaluation (using S), then, the wh-trace must linearly
precede the in-situ wh-phrase, but for right-to-left evaluation (using Z), the wh-trace must
linearly follow the in-situ wh-phrase, since expressions on the right get evaluated first.
We can now make precise our proposal that English evaluates expressions from left to
right: we stipulate that the grammar contains S but not Z.15 Such a grammar embodies a
bias for linear scope, yet still allows inverse scope; allows quantificational binding, but not
crossover; and generates multiple-wh questions, but not superiority violations.
Unlike some types of ungrammaticality, crossover violations and superiority violations
remain interpretable with enough mental effort, and violations are often judged as not so
bad, especially in comparison with, e.g., strong crossover. Our explanation suggests that
speakers can resort to a non-default processing strategy (temporarily using Z instead of S)
given sufficient motivation.
To recap, our predictions of both crossover and superiority depend on the order of evaluation, in that reversing the order of evaluation reverses the pattern of predicted grammaticality. In this sense, left-to-right evaluation provides a unified account of scope, crossover
and superiority.
7.1. Independent motivation for our characterization of evaluation order: S versus
Z in programming languages. When we say that S and Z differ in evaluation order, we
are using the notion of evaluation order that is standard in programming language research
(Meyer and Wand 1985, p. 223; Danvy and Filinski 1989, p. 15; Papaspyrou 1998). To
illustrate this connection explicitly, let us analyze the evaluation order of a simple programming language using continuations.
Consider the following language of arithmetic expressions: an expression is either a
number or two expressions conjoined with a plus sign +. Each expression can be evaluated
to give a numeric result.
(63)

Expression
a. 2
b. 2 + 3

Result
2
5

15Jacobson (1999) speculatively proposes an account of crossover with exactly the same form, i.e., accepting
one type-shifter while rejecting another. Extending Jacobson’s approach to a grammar with broader coverage
requires considerable complication (Barker to appear); furthermore, there is no obvious processing motivation
for Jacobson’s choice of operator. Nevertheless, our proposal is very much in the same spirit as hers, and we
acknowledge the inspiration provided by her work.
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Suppose that our computer is connected to a printer. To use the printer, we add a new
feature print to our programming language. If e is an expression, then print(e) is also
an expression. The expression print(e) evaluates just as e does, but in addition sends the
result to the printer as a side effect.
(64)

Expression
Result
a. 2 + 3
5
b. print(2 + 3) 5
c. 2 + print(3) 5

Printer
(no output)
5
3

We have yet to specify what happens if a single expression invokes print more than once.
For instance, suppose we evaluate print(2) + print(3). The numeric result produced
should clearly be 5, but it is unclear whether the printer should print 2 followed by 3 or vice
versa. Intuitively, if the subexpression print(2) is evaluated first, then 2 will be printed
first.
The behavior of this programming language can be modeled using continuations. Let
n be the type of numbers, and p be the type of printer outputs. (Perhaps each p-value is a
sequence of n-values.) On the continuations analysis, every expression denotes something
of the type hhn, pi, pi. The semantic rules are as follows.
(65)

a.
J2K = λc. c(2)
b.
J3K = λc. c(3)
c. i.
Je1 + e2 K = λc. Je1 K(λn1 . Je2 K(λn2 . c(n1 + n2 )))
ii. Je1 + e2 K = λc. Je2 K(λn2 . Je1 K(λn1 . c(n1 + n2 )))
d.
Jprint(e)K = λc. JeK(λn. cons(n, c(n)))

left to right
right to left

Under (65c) above are two alternative semantic rules for expressions built with the plus
sign +. The first alternative (65ci) implements left-to-right evaluation and is analogous
to S; the second (65cii) implements right-to-left evaluation and is analogous to Z. Also, the
rule (65d) uses an auxiliary two-place function cons, defined as follows: if n is a number
and p is a piece of printer output, then cons(p, n) is another piece of printer output, the
result of prepending n to p.
Given any expression e, we can use the semantic rules in (65) to compute the printer
output generated by e: it is JeK(λn. nil), where λn. nil is the constant function returning nil,
the empty output. For example, if we pick the left-to-right rule (65ci) and disregard the
right-to-left rule (65cii), then the denotation of print(2) + print(3) is
Jprint(2) + print(3)K
= λc. Jprint(2)K(λn1 . Jprint(3)K(λn2 . c(n1 + n2 )))
= λc. (λc. J2K(λn. cons(n, c(n))))
(λn1 . (λc. J3K(λn. cons(n, c(n))))(λn2 . c(n1 + n2 )))
= λc. (λc. (λc. c(2))(λn. cons(n, c(n))))
(λn1 . (λc. (λc. c(3))(λn. cons(n, c(n))))(λn2 . c(n1 + n2 )))
= λc. (λc. cons(2, c(2)))(λn1 . (λc. cons(3, c(3)))(λn2 . c(n1 + n2 )))
= λc. cons(2, cons(3, c(5))),
so the printer output generated is
(λc. cons(2, cons(3, c(5))))(λn. nil) = cons(2, cons(3, nil)),
in which 2 precedes 3. If we pick the right-to-left rule (65cii) rather than the left-to-right
rule (65ci), then 3 would precede 2 in the printer output.
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8. C
We have presented a concrete analysis of quantification, binding, and wh-question formation, in which constraints against crossover and superiority follow from the assumption
that expressions are evaluated from left to right. Furthermore, when the type-shifting rule
S is replaced with Z, the pattern of configurations predicted to violate crossover and superiority is reversed. Our analysis thus explains the weakness of weak crossover and of
superiority—that is, the ability of language users to process and interpret violations—as
the ability of language users to temporarily resort to a non-default processing strategy
(right-to-left evaluation instead of left-to-right).
There can be little doubt that language has a bias for evaluating expressions in the order
in which they are heard, for some sense of ‘evaluate’. Nevertheless, there are many different ways in which this general principle could be built into a grammar. We have provided
one specific hypothesis giving a precise picture of what it means for a language to evaluate
expressions from left to right. Furthermore, our notion of order of evaluation is the same
notion proposed independently for characterizing the evaluation disciplines of computer
programming languages. Remarkably, the single stipulation that processing proceeds from
left to right explains crossover and superiority, once the expressions involved are provided
with suitable denotations. In addition, the same analysis makes correct predictions on
intricate examples involving binding out of, as well as into, raised wh-phrases.
In computer science, continuations are the tool of choice for analyzing execution disciplines (order of evaluation, call-by-value versus call-by-name, etc.) and side effects (printing, input, errors, etc.). In natural language, we claim that two fairly mysterious phenomena, crossover and superiority, arise from a bias for left-to-right evaluation. Whether or
not our specific version of the left-to-right processing hypothesis is correct, making the
hypothesis precise and exploring its predictions requires the use of continuations as an analytic tool. Thus continuations are valuable in the search for new and deeper insights into
the structure of language.
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